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The Art and Science
of Breaking
By Master Vaughn
It has been an observation of mine that
the candidates’ performance quality during
the breaking portion of our Black Belt tests
has declined over the years. Why is this?
Following are a few reasons I think are
obvious.
Number one, candidates know they can
fail making their breaks at a test and still
pass the test, so they do not train seriously
for that portion of the exam. Secondly, this
aspect of the test has not been stressed
enough in their training and during their
preparation for the exam.
Traditional Tang Soo Do technique
depends on the ability to bring down an
opponent with one focused blow to a vital
point. It is not easy to do so accurately and
consistently without possessing the
confidence and combination of techniques
that will make it happen.
The science of technique is made up of
many factors. We need to envision these
factors, think how to perfect them, and then
be able to apply them when needed—in an
instant—without much preparation or
thought. For one to develop this high
definition of technique, it takes practice.
Let’s list what some of the factors may
be:
• Defense – We practice defense in
everything we do.
• Timing, distance, and targeting are huge
factors – We practice these concepts in
our one-steps.
• The ability to place yourself in a superior
position to deliver your technique, using
agility and good footwork – We practice
this in our hyungs and free sparring.

Last, but not least is speed, accuracy,
and power – Again, we practice these
three all the time, however it is in
breaking where we prove our ability to
bring these factors together to
demonstrate their practical application.
The physical part of a break is affected
by another list of factors. One is the material.
In some countries, such as Korea, the
material used is roof tile, because there is an
abundance of that material there and it
provides a medium to measure ability. At our
tests we use pine boards cut specific to the
candidate. Age, rank, and size of the
candidate are accounted for in the selection
of the boards he/she will be asked to attempt.
Required board sizes according to this
rule are:
• Boards are to be no less than 1” thick
and 12” wide across the grain of the
wood.
• The boards are then sized to 8”, 10”, or
12” wide with the grain of the wood
Another factor that enters into a
successful break is the support of the
material being used for the demonstration.
For example, are the boards being held
correctly and is the support base strong?
The angle of the strike should ideally be
perpendicular to the material. Once these
criteria are determined, the rest is up to the
individual, and this is where the art takes
over.
We know it takes speed and power to
execute a break. It takes accuracy and the
right angle of attack. It takes focus and
concentration. There is one other very

•

(Continued on page 2)
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get boards without too big or too many
breaking.
knots. I like to check to see if there is
Oh, one last thought, breaking can be
excess sap on or in the wood. Sap is
a lot of fun, and it is a great confidence
important factor that enters into a
glue. If you pick a board that is sappy, I
builder.
successful break, and that is fortitude.
believe it will be more difficult to break
Another way to say it would be, “having
than a dry board that has little sap.
the will to put your bare hand or foot
You can check the sap content a
through a solid board.”
couple of ways. The sap content varies in
To talk yourself into it, you must have pine. This is due in large part to what
the faith that you can make it happen. To time of season the tree has been
have that faith you must have confidence harvested. If the tree was cut down in the
in yourself and in your instructor. The
cold months, the sap will have been high
only way to have that confidence is
in the tree. If in the summer months,
through training and conditioning.
there should be less sap.
For punching, I recommend knuckle
One way to check your board for sap
push-ups on a hard surface. This builds
is to touch it, and to rub on the surface
callus and strengthens the arms and
between your thumb and finger. If the
wrists. Also, I recommend target training board has an abundance of sap left in it,
and striking and kicking the heavy bag.
you should be able to detect it this way.
If the candidate makes it an important Another way is to knock on the board with
part of his training to develop confidence
your knuckle. If the board sounds a bit
in this area, then he will prepare himself.
too dense, it may have high sap content,
If the power, speed, angle, and intent are and therefore will be harder to break. The
each executed, and timed together, the
last thing I check is to see how deep I can
boards will break.
penetrate the wood with my thumb nail. If
I have heard it said that dry boards
I can leave a pretty good dent, that’s the
are harder than wet boards, but I believe it wood I want for my boards.
applies only to moisture content. It has
I hope this information will benefit the
been my experience that the best way to
students at Vaughn’s Dojang, and will
pick wood for breaking is as follows. Dry motivate all to work at being a complete
pine wood is what I look for, and I try to
martial artist possessing the skill of
(Continued from page 1)

Pizzazz Pizza Party
By Savannah Mudd, Cho Dan Bo
As an assistant instructor at the
YMCA, I am often sheltered from the
majority of Vaughn’s Dojang attendees.
On Saturdays I do get to interact with
those from the main studio, but usually
only with the Black Belts. This can create
a sense of isolation that I think is shared
by many of the kids who attend class at
the YMCA. However, in recent months
Vaughn’s has had a push towards unity,
and one fantastic example was the
Pizzazz Pizza Party held at the studio on
Saturday, September 22.
Organized by one fantastic Dr.
Brigandi, the Pizzazz Pizza Party was
open to all Vaughn’s students; everyone
who wanted to, trained together for two
hours and then feasted on pizza together!

When I arrived at the studio Saturday
morning, I saw many of my students from
the YMCA, as well as my Black-Belt
friends, but I also saw several people I had
never seen before. That might seem
alienating, but I welcomed it—knowing the
studio is a lot bigger than I am makes me
feel like a part of something larger than
myself. When we all filed into line, rank
order, I celebrated the diversity—girls
younger than I am stood before me, older
men organized behind me, Dutch fell into
line beside Chinese. Tang Soo Do brings
together miscellaneous individuals that
would probably not notice each other in
the world outside the studio, yet we all
ki-happed together, kicked together,
jumped together, listened together, and,

finally, ate together, draped across the
chairs in the back or sprawled on the floor.
Being a part of one mass is a strange
sensation in this culture of individuality.
It’s a welcome reprieve in some ways; it
restores a sense of community from the
stripped-bare sense of self. Tang Soo Do
is the best place for me to find that sense
in my life. All ages, all races, all genders
all conglomerate in the studio and it is
fabulous. I hope the studio will continue to
host such events that allow for universal
participation (the Halloween Party was
another excellent event) because I think
the community fostered by Vaughn’s
Dojang is beneficial and crucial to the
development of us as students and as
people.

Message from Sah Bum Nim:
I would like to express, on behalf of myself and the Vaughn family, my gratitude and thanks to all instructors and students who
offered support and condolences over the past weeks, pertaining to the passing of my mother. My mom was a very gentle soul
who loved the Lord, attending church, her family, and people in general. Had she lived, she would have been ninety-one on
November 2nd of this year. She had a full life as a homemaker raising five children. Up until her death she would witness, "God
has been very good to me." She will be greatly missed by me and all who loved her.
Again, thank you all from the bottom of my heart.
Dragon’s Den
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BB Test, Fall 2012: Rising to the Challenge in a Familiar Place
By Shannon Mudd, Cho Dan
“’Twas the night before…“
My preparations had been in high
gear for weeks and the day before the test
I, again, went through my forms and onesteps. That night, under consultations
with the rest of the family, I loaded up with
carbohydrates (pasta!) and drank plenty
of water to make sure I would have the
fuel to get me through the test. I arose
early Saturday, ate a good breakfast,
including a banana, of course, and
headed to the testing site to put myself
through the paces and assess how far I
had come (Oh, and be judged, too!). It
was early, but not too early. We had
planned ahead and eight years before
had purchased a house only a mile from
the testing venue. Anything to get an
edge, or, at least, a few more minutes of
sleep!
The venue for the test was the
Phoenixville YMCA, specifically, the lower
basketball courts, a place in which I was
very comfortable. We had joined the Y
after Jenifer and Jordan had started
assistant teaching and Savannah and I
transferred to their class, enabling us to
have dinner together on class nights. (We
like to eat our dinners together!)
After parking at Schuylkill
Elementary, I shouldered my bag,
grabbed my bong and made the short trek
to the Y. Savannah and Jordan were with
me, continuing to offer their
encouragement and support (Jenifer was
already there directing traffic). Lots of
people were headed in. But all was wellorganized and one could feel the great
attention being paid to us to ensure we
had a good, safe, and fun environment in
which to perform.
After some initial sorting and
introductions, exams and pencils were
distributed. I looked around, and quickly
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figured out I would be taking
this exam on the wood floor.
As a hush settled over us, I
couldn’t help but think about
the scene in which Will Smith
took an exam in the movie Men
in Black. Alas, not a suitable
table in sight! I had studied for
the written test (thanks, Mr.
Teunissen!) and felt good as I
was working through it.
However, I do wish I had spent
more time on the numbers.
Remind me, what is the Korean
word for eighth?
It was great to see so
many friends from other
dojangs with whom I had
shared a ring over the years, either at
Region 8 or at the World Tournaments.
We had a good camaraderie and I was
looking forward to the encouragement I
knew we would draw from each other.
But, alas, having celebrated a birthday a
few months before, I was bumped up to
the 50+ group. I had mixed feelings about
this, but I was fortunate to end up with a
great partner. Why was he a good
partner? He was a good holder and
continuously provided encouragement.
Between us, we kept our energy up and
had fun, including allowing ourselves to
be taken down. I had been quite anxious
about the one-steps a few weeks before.
But I had spent time going over them with
various partners, as well as visualizing
them in my mind. With a good partner,
they turned out to be fun. The selfdefense variations on a theme task (a
repeated knife attack) we were given was
interesting and a real challenge.
Breaking was also fun (and
somewhere there is a nice picture
of me!). Sparring was exhausting,

as always. One advantage/drawback was
that we were a mixed group testing for
Cho Dan, E Dan, and even Sam Dan.
That meant that I was standing around for
quite a bit as the judges focused on the
higher rank candidates. So, I had plenty
of time to catch my breath.
When all was said and done, I felt
good, and that was the most important
thing. Whether the judges also rated me
well was, of course, important. But I
would have to wait to hear the results.
Either way, I knew there was much still to
be learned and a long ways yet to journey
on my black belt path.
(I am very happy to learn a few
weeks later that I had passed and was
thrilled to be awarded my Black Belt by
Master Vaughn in October at the Region 8
Tournament. Many thanks to him, my
mentor, Professor Weinberg, a long line of
terrific instructors both formal and
informal, my family and particularly, my
over-40 cohort at the studio.)
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Split Second Survival with Master Wick
By Donald Weinberg, Sah Dan
Master Larry Wick is a slight, not
physically imposing man, whose mastery
of "Split Second Survival" skills left me
somewhere between awe and
bewilderment when I participated in his
classes at the two Masters' Camp
seminars that he led. It was clear that the
techniques he was using were effective; I
asked him to try several of them on me so
I could get a better idea of what he was
doing, and I wasn't on my feet long
enough to appreciate anything other than
the soft landing he afforded me. I spoke
to Doc Rosenkrans (my roomie at
Masters’ Camp) about his experience and
together we approached Master Vaughn
and thus it was decided to ask Master
Wick whether he was available to come to
Vaughn's. That date was set for October
7th and 8th.

On those dates, Master Wick
conducted sessions in soft techniques
that combine distraction, fast reaction time
and body mechanics in several scenarios.
He taught his self-developed series of
"soft" split-second responses to various
attacks with and without weapons. For
me, much of the learning seemed to
involve figuring out how to be soft and
"relax" into the defensive response. This
relaxation was both physically and
psychologically difficult for me. (Consider
this mindset: If someone has a knife at my
throat, it is really my knife. If there are
multiple attackers, the immediate threat is
not a threat; it is the others, since the
immediate threat has my knife which he is
waiting for me to use against him, and
perhaps others.)

I watched Master Wick disarm and
neutralize multiple attackers, all of whom
had knives at his throat, and he made it
look simple. (I have a long way to go to
get near there, but it all starts with the first
try). As one of his admirers stated,
Master Wick uses "only the techniques he
personally developed for maximum speed
and efficiency.” He “laid out all this
information with articulate clarity and
backed up all of his statements with
scientifically based reasoning and
flawless physical demonstrations of the
effectiveness of his approach." It was a
privilege to study with him, here at
Vaughn's Dojang, which offers so many
opportunities to expand and broaden our
understanding of ourselves through the
martial arts.

Testing Your Knowledge
By Susan Thompson, E Dan

2.
3.

What are the examiners at a testing session called?
a. Sah Bum Nim
b. Kwang Chang Nim

c.

Shim Sa Kwan Nim

d.

Boo Kyo Sa Nim

The Monk who originated the 5 codes was…
a. Wang Kun
b. Won Kwang

c.

Hang Jun

d.

Hwang Kee

The Korean term for internal power exercise is…
a. Weh Kong
b. Chon Kyung

c.

Nae Kong

d.

Shim Kong

4.

Which is one of the Fourteen Attitude Requirements of Tang Soo Do?
a. Maintain regular and constant practice
c. Always follow a routine training schedule
b. Do not be overly ambitious
d. All of the above

5.

Bit Chi Ki is…
a. Axe kick

d.

Wheel kick

I Ma

c.

Myung Chi

d.

Muyong Chong

Which belt represents a dormant seed in the snow?
a. White
b. Orange

c.

Green

d.

Brown

The meaning of the blue belt is…
a. Maturity, calmness, and dignity
b. Stability and wisdom

c.
d.

Maturity, respect, and honor
Attention and control

How many moves are in Bong Hyung Il Bu?
a. 21
b. 22

c.

23

d.

24

c.

Tuck

d.

In Choong

Ko Hwan

7. a

8. c

9. c

10. c
Dragon’s Den

b.

6. b

10. The Korean term for chin is…
a. Mok

5. b

The Korean term for forehead is…
a. In Choong
b.

4. d

9.

Spinning back kick

3. c

8.

c.

2. b

7.

Diagonal kick

1. c

6.

b.
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Region 8 2012: Why A Youth Demo Team Means So Much
By Jordan Mudd, E Dan
Region 8 competitions are always a
blast, and this year was no exception. On
October 26th and 27th, studios from all
over Region 8 offered their students a
chance to compete in sparring, weapons,
and forms against other competitors of
similar age and rank. Grandmaster
Beaudoin was present, along with other
visiting masters. However, one key
aspect set this tournament apart from the
others, and it was the intense level of
competition among the competing demos.
The demo team is one of the most
enjoyable, creative, and rewarding
activities that Vaughn’s Dojang has to
offer—and that’s saying a lot. Every year,
a tightly bonded group of youth students
travels to the Poconos, where we use our
karate skills to perform a 5-minute story of
a movie, play, or other theme (e.g., this
year we performed Tarzan). This

presentation includes costumes, props,
and music, and showcases our team’s
incredible talent and spirit. Each year, the
Region 8 demo teams usually compete
against 8 to 10 other teams, are scored
on technical and creative merit, and
undoubtedly have the time of their lives.
Our team is the only all-youth team.
Although the parents do a tremendous job
of organizing fundraisers, creating
costumes, and building props/scenery,
(Kudos to you, if you’re reading!)
everything that has to do with the content
of the demo comes from the minds of the
youth. Every other team consists of
adults—20, 30, and 40 years old—some
of whom are third degree black belts.
This year, our team members’ ages
ranged from 7 to 17, and our average age
was 12.5 years. Over the years, the level
of competition has increased dramatically,

and less serious teams have been
weeded out. Although sometimes it is
hard to compete with so much older
talent, the rewards that come with an allyouth team cannot be overly stressed.
I first joined the demo team in 2007,
when I was 9 years old. At the time, the
team was run by 18-year-old co-captains
and extremely talented martial artists,
Josh Lucas and Mike Papp. They were
funny, friendly, superb at what they did,
and although I may not have known it at
the time, the people whom I have tried to
model myself after. They were constantly
energizing and motivating us kids, and
they sparked my love for demo that has
grown over the years. As a child, demo
provided a challenge to expand my
technical ability, a feeling of belonging,
and lots and lots of fun!
Now after 5 years and 9 different
demos, I have found myself in more of a
mentoring position. The joy that comes
with watching the younger students grow
in maturity, stature, character, and
technique almost supersedes the thrill of
being young, exploring new techniques,
and developing bonds with my peers.
This is why demo is so important—it lets
us explore our technical capabilities,
pushes our limits, and at the same time,
gives the older members a taste of
teaching and parenting. In many
instances, this level of intimacy could not
be achieved if adults were involved. And
although we have not placed in 2 years
now, the effort, bonding, and fun times
that lead up to the tournaments are more
important than the trophies themselves.
So although individual competition is
certainly challenging, fun, and rewarding, I
strongly recommend joining our demo
team. (P.S. Region 8 2013 is only 11
months away!)

More pictures on next page
Dragon’s Den
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Demo Team, Region 8 Championship (Continued from page 5)

Preparing for the Cho Dan Bo Test
By Dr. Wayne Rosenkrans, Sah Dan
with contributions from Master Sandy Lipstein and Frank Altiere, Sah Dans
Originally published in 2005, this is an updated version
Three years—three years (or maybe
more) since you walked through the doors
of the dojang and put on the all white
uniform and belt of the newest student.
You’ve struggled with understanding the
blocks and attacks, kicks and forms, onesteps, self-defense moves, and worked to
perfect your sparring. In a certain sense,
putting on that white belt was your first rite
of passage in Tang Soo Do—now you
face your next.
There’s a reason the red belt is called
the 1st Gup. It signals that you’ve
reached the top rung, the 1st rung, on the
colored belt ladder. Now the time has
come to take the next step, to trade the
colored trim you’ve worn since green belt
for a uniform that once again is all white
and start on the final path to Black Belt.
But first, you have to navigate the Cho
Dan Bo test. Just as the all white uniform
signifies new beginnings, the test is not
like previous tests you’ve been through.
You must demonstrate your knowledge of
Dragon’s Den

Tang Soo Do, both physical and
intellectual, to a panel of judges—the
traditional Shim Sah. The test is not a
recital, or a celebration, it is a test—how
you perform that night before that panel
determines whether you wear the blue
belt, or are invited to repeat your
performance at the next test. In keeping
with the spirit of the test, not all
candidates succeed their first time; in fact
about half are given additional time to
further hone their knowledge. The test is
patterned on the Dan test, and provides a
student their first taste of what is to come.
Preparation for the test is mostly the
responsibility of the individual (but not
entirely), and involves both physical and
mental training. Remember the 14
attitude requirements in your gup manual.
All are applicable for the CDB test, but
several in particular are instructive: know
the theory and philosophy, practice
techniques already learned, and regularlyspaced practice sessions. You should

know all the techniques you need to know
at this point, but you have to demonstrate
not only that you know the technique, but
also that you understand how to apply the
technique. Just walking through punches
in drill won’t be enough; you have to show
that the punch would work, that you see
the opponent in your mind’s eye. In your
forms, each attack and defense must be
purposeful and executed to the best of
your ability. In your one-steps and selfdefense you must show that you
understand how the technique is designed
to work and execute it effectively. You
can’t “dance” your techniques either; what
might look pretty and score well in a
tournament won’t cut it here.
To hone your knowledge to that level,
you must practice and you must practice
regularly. The test is physically rigorous;
it’s designed to help you find your own
performance envelope and go beyond it,
much like the Dan test. For most
(Continued on page 7)
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will support their needs on the floor. You’ll
know how you’ll hold the target for your
partner for jump kicks so they can excel,
and how you’ll be able to rely on them to
ensure your one-steps are displayed to
their best advantage.
So now the test day itself is here.
You’ve carefully prepared all the required
documentation listed in the preparation
pack received from your instructor, and
passed your written test. You’ve trained
hard, asked for help where you needed it,
and prepared yourself mentally and
emotionally. What can you expect? To
begin with, you will engage in one of the
most traditional rituals of the martial arts—
you will clean the dojang, working as a
team with your fellow candidates, a group
that will usually number from 4 to 6. You
will set up the testing panel’s tables and
chairs, and submit your fee and materials
for entering into the tracking system used
to chart Cho Dan Bo progress.
CDB Test Preparation Checklist:
• Join the Black Belt Club
• Regular class attendance
• Saturday CDB Preparation Class
• Independent training
• Work with others
• Learn the theory and philosophy for
proper execution
• Review all you have learned – study
• Carefully prepare your essay
• Ensure all documentation is in order
• Prepare mentally and emotionally
• Select a mentor

the same level of intensity and
effectiveness as Bassai, Naihanchi Cho
(Continued from page 6)
Dan, or Bong Hyung E Bu. One-steps and
candidates, attendance at only the two
self-defense must be properly executed,
normal class times is not sufficient
effective, and result in you being in control.
preparation. The special CDB class on
If that means a takedown, then an
Saturday mornings is intended to
appropriate breakfall is expected.
specifically prepare candidates for CDB
Sparring must demonstrate technique and
and Black Belt testing and should be
control. Multi-opponent sparring must
attended regularly as part of your
show strategy and thought, not just an
preparation. While you are responsible for
ability to run away.
your own preparation, you can, and
Your mental and emotional discipline
should, call upon others in the studio to
plays an important role as well. How you
help you. Perfect practice of the wrong
cope with a missed form, a one-step that
technique results in a well-honed wrong
suddenly isn’t there, an aggressive
technique. Seek out one of the Black
sparring partner, or a missed break is as
Belts to watch your forms, or practice jump
important as the magnificent kick
kicks with you. Better yet, get an early
technique you displayed during drill. The
start on the mentor program by picking a
test is a pressure-cooker; you very likely
mentor to work with. Speak with your
will feel at some point that you’re not going
instructor about stepping out of regular
to make it. Students have come unwound
class time to work on technique, or just to
during the test as their emotions take over
work on conditioning. Chances are, they’ll
and supersede all the hard physical
be able to assign a senior rank to work
training they’ve gone through. Confidence
with you. Don’t forget the people that will
in yourself, your fellow candidates, and in
be testing with you. As the old saying
your training should help you through
goes, “There’s strength in numbers,” and
those times. But it’s here that your mental
working together as a team to prepare can
and emotional preparation for the test
be extremely rewarding. The regular, but
proves itself. The panel recognizes
unofficial, “Sunday” group of Sah Dans
medical needs do occur, and you will be
have been working together for decades
allowed one 3-minute break to use an
and always welcome CDB and Black Belt
inhaler, or similar, as in the Dan test.
candidates who seek help.
The test is over, you’re exhausted
Preparing intellectually and
mentally and physically, the test panel has
emotionally for the test is, in many ways,
made their comments, the session has
just as important as the physical
been formally closed, and the panel has
preparation. Some time back you showed
retreated into the office to discuss the
your dedication to the art, and
results. After your family and friends have
determination to persevere until
congratulated you on going through
Then the test itself will begin with the something none of them could really know,
successful, when you joined the Black Belt
traditional beginning ritual, which, of
Club. You will, of course, have studied
it’s time for some reflection. You know
your manual and Grandmaster Shin’s first course, you will know perfectly in wellwhere you could have done better; a form
dictioned Korean if asked. You will face a not executed as well as you would have
3 books (you must have these eventually
panel of 5 or 6 Sah/Sam Dans,
to test for Black Belt [along with The
liked, a one-step you walked through
Legacy by Master Vaughn], so why not get occasionally joined by Master Vaughn and because you weren’t quite certain about it,
maybe a special guest master, and will
them now) in preparation for the written
the jump kick you pulled back on because
enjoy the ministrations of a senior E Dan
test (just as in the Dan test, failure on the
your legs felt like rubber, the swell of
written test automatically requires that you as test conductor. Don’t expect smiles
emotion during the 2-on-1 sparring match,
and glad hands on the back urging you on, or the ache in your hand from the speed
test again), and have carefully prepared
your essay (see previous article on writing before and during the test itself. You’re
break that didn’t go. Of course, there will
past that now; this test is about how well
the Dan essay). The Cho Dan Bo test,
be the question—did I pass? But that’s
you can demonstrate what you know and
however, is a test of more than just book
not the right question. The right question
knowledge and physical prowess—it also you must look within yourself for answers. is an internal question you ask yourself—
tests your ability to demonstrate the seven The panel and the conductor won’t help
am I really ready to take this step? The
tenets in practice. Do you show integrity, you.
actual outcome of the test really doesn’t
You will be judged on how well you
concentration, and perseverance in your
matter. That’s more a question of timing.
perform given what can reasonably be
performance? Have you shown respect,
You will take that step, if not this time, then
self-control, humility, and indomitable spirit expected of you. That means that as a
the next, or the next after that. If it’s to be
45-year-old mother of 4, you will not be
in how you handled the test itself? To do
this time, you’ll be invited to the next Black
so requires intense mental and emotional expected to jump as high on the jump
Belt class to receive your new rank. If it’s
kicks as a 17-year-old teenager. You will to be the next time, your instructor will
preparation culminating in your
performance that day. By the time the test be expected to know how to execute that
discuss your test with you and plans for
jump kick, and demonstrate that to the
day actually arrives, you should have
preparation. Once you’ve taken the step,
rehearsed every aspect of the test in your best of your ability. You will do all the
a new world opens before you, and
forms you have learned, not just the new
mind dozens of times. You will have felt
preparation begins for the next, and even
how you will draw the energy you will need ones you learned for the test, and you will bigger rite of passage in Tang Soo Do—
from your fellow candidates, and how you need to execute Sae Kye Hyung Il Bu with the Dan test. You’ll get there too.
Dragon’s Den
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Vaughn’s Website – Take Advantage of All It Has to Offer!
By Rick Mentley, Sam Dan
Have you visited the Vaughn's
Dojang website lately (at
www.vaughnsdojang.com)? Our website
contains valuable information for students,
parents, and instructors such as:

•

Upcoming Events (scrolling
announcements on the home page)

•

What's Happening page (under
News & Events)

•

Gup Test Study Guides (under
Resources > Downloads)

•

Tang Soo Do Quizzes (under
Students; also under Resources >
Links)

•

Cho Dan Bo & Black Belt Essay
Guidelines (under Resources >
Downloads)

•

Cho Dan Bo Test & Maintenance
Test Advice (under Resources >
Downloads)

•

Shutterfly Site (under Resources)

•

Vaughn’s Store (under Resources)

•

Sparring Gear Sizing Info (under
Resources > Downloads)

•

Newsletters (under News & Events)

•

Email Directory (under Resources)

The Upcoming Events section and
the What's Happening page both contain

information about special events, gup
graduations, tournaments, Black Belt tests
and camps, as well as studio closings or
class cancellations. Driving directions
and event applications are also available.

then you must read the essay guidelines!
This will save a lot of time for both you
and those who are reviewing your essay.
There are also links to the Vaughn’s
Shutterfly site and the Vaughn’s Store.
On the Shutterfly site, there are pictures
from events which you can order as prints
or as pictures on items such as mugs,
mouse pads, and desktop organizers.
From the Vaughn’s Store you can
purchase Dojang merchandise such as
clothing, coffee mugs, and gear bags.
I encourage everyone to just click
around and explore the website. You
might just discover something you didn’t
realize was there. The Instructor Profiles
are a very interesting read. Instructors
should avail themselves of the content
When it comes time to study for your available in the Instructor Resources
written test—including the Cho Dan Bo
section. For our newer students, there
and Black Belt tests—be sure to use the
are instructions on how to tie your belt
study guides and online quizzes. The
(under Resources > Downloads). Parents
online quizzes will give your score and tell should be sure to check out the Parents’
you which answers you got right and
Guide (under Students > New Students),
which you got wrong. Another good
which will answer many of your questions
source of study material is the Testing
regarding what to expect now that you or
Your Knowledge quizzes available in each your child have embarked on the exciting
issue of the newsletter. The website
journey towards Black Belt excellence.
contains 9 years of newsletters published
As you can see, the Vaughn’s
by Mrs. Mentley!
website is a great resource. So, students,
If you are writing your Cho Dan Bo or parents, and instructors…be sure to
Black Belt essay (and you better have
check out our website on a regular basis!
started if you will be testing in January),

Special Training for Black Belt Club Members
By Master Lipstein
Are you a member of Vaughn’s
Dojang’s Black Belt Club? If so, you’re
eligible to enjoy a special benefit. Since
October, the senior Dans in the Dojang
have been teaching some special
techniques and applications to members
of the Black Belt Club. These special
sessions occur on the first Saturday of
every month, from 10:15 to 11:15.
Students who wish to participate should
be prepared to warm up with the Cho Dan
Bo class at 10:00, then will be asked to
bow out to go to a separate area of the

Dragon’s Den

Dojang to train with a senior instructor.
Classes will include topics such as
mastering the bong (Mr. Mentley), knife
defense (Master Lipstein), sparring
techniques (Doc Rosenkrans), Hapkido
(Master Lipstein and Mr. Altiere), as well
as many other new and intriguing
approaches to traditional training.
Professor Weinberg and Dr. Feuston will
be among the other regular instructors,
and occasional special instruction will
come from Dr. Painter, Mrs. Winsko,
Mr. Summers, and Mrs. Mentley.

Anyone who is a member of the
Black Belt Club is invited to attend, and
there is no additional cost—the training is
one of the benefits of being a member of
the Club. In the event there are ever
conflicts with the first Saturday of the
month, the class will be rescheduled for
the next available Saturday. Notices of
the actual date, instructor and topic to be
covered will be posted on the Dojang
whiteboard and posted on the Dojang
website, so make it a point to check out
the schedule and become a participant.
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Vaughn's “Haunted” Dojang 2012
By Rick Braun, Cho Dan
On October 24th, the scariest of
zombies and warrior samurai clashed at
Vaughn's “Haunted” Dojang for this year's
Halloween party. A fun time was had by
all, with zombie training, demonstrations,
and mummy wrapping of our intrepid
Mr. Altiere and Mr. Buckwalter. Mrs. Mudd
helped to lead the party-goers in several
wonderful re-enactments of Michael

Jackson's iconic Thriller dance while
Mrs. Strowhouer regaled the crowd with
her nunchucks demo in costume.
Of course, Halloween candy made an
appearance with the requisite Halloween
candy–filled piñata and enough sugar to
keep the local dentists in business for
another year. I am looking forward to
2013's Halloween party.

More pictures on
next page

Dragon’s Den
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Vaughn’s Haunted Dojang

Thank You from the Bethesda Project
By Frank Altiere, Sah Dan
For the past 12 years our students
have made an extra effort to donate to our
annual collection for the Bethesda Project
in November and December. Thanks to
your generosity we are helping the
Bethesda Project accomplish their
mission “to find and care for the
abandoned poor and to be a family for
those who have none.” Even in these
difficult economic times we collected
razors, shaving cream, underwear, etc.
several boxes of items including sweat
As you can tell, the homeless only asked
shirts, gloves, T-shirts, soap, tooth paste, for items to help them get through the
Dragon’s Den

day. The Bethesda Project provides
shelter, food, and other resources for the
homeless in Philadelphia. In many ways
our Dojang is like a family. It is nice to
see our family helping other “families” in
need. As Tang Soo Do students, we are
asked to help others as outlined in one of
the purposes of our TSD training—to be a
better person. Thank you for caring for
the homeless of Philadelphia. Good
deeds never go unnoticed.
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Word Scramble
By Lucas Froman, E Dan

1. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – The season we are in right now
2. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – What people usually carve and decorate
3. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – A bird that people usually have on Thanksgiving Day
4. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – A food that was present during the first Thanksgiving
5. ___ ___ ___ – A dessert that people usually have after the dinner
6. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – The thing that we make into piles and jump in
7. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – The sport that everyone is watching
8. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – What people put on their mashed potatoes
9. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – The championship name for baseball
10. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ – A food that is usually mashed

Answers: 1. Autumn; 2. Pumpkin; 3. Turkey; 4. Popcorn; 5. Pie; 6. Leaves; 7. Football; 8. Gravy;
9. World Series; 10. Potatoes
Dragon’s Den
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Help the Gup student get through the path to Black Belt!
By Marcene Ameer, E Dan
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Vaughn’s Dojang 2012 Major Accomplishments
Community Service
February 10 – conducted a free self-defense program (Mr. Magner’s High School senior project)
April 28 – Healthy Kids’ day at the Audubon and Phoenixville YMCAs
May 16 – participated at the Phoenixville Dogwood Festival
May 19 – participated at Methacton International Day (demo and booth)
June 5 – conducted a free self-defense program to the public
August 1 – conducted another self-defense program
August 11 – presented a demo at the Lower Providence Fire Company yard sale
August 18 – attended and performed demos at the Freedoms Foundation
September 23 – hosted a blood drive for the Red Cross
November – collected items for the homeless of Philadelphia
November 22 – served breakfast to the homeless of Philadelphia

Dojang Events
Hosted Leadership Class all year
January 21 – conducted our in-house tournament
March 3 – participated in the Region 8 Championship and assisted with judging, security, etc.
March 22 Masters’ Clinic:
Master Vaughn, Master Lipstein, Mr. Altiere, Dr. Rosenkrans, Professor Weinberg, and Dr. Painter attended;
Master Vaughn tested for his 7th degree, and Dr. Rosenkrans and Professor Weinberg tested for their 4th degrees;
Dr. Rosenkrans was awarded the Spirit Award at this clinic
May 5 – conducted our annual spring cleaning of the dojang
May 18 – Master Vaughn and Mrs. Winsko coordinated the Youth Black Belt Camp; many Vaughn’s students attended or
assisted
June 2 – Demo Team conducted a bake sale and car wash
June 8 – attended Adult Black Belt Camp
July 20 – attended the World Championship and Kwan Chang Nim’s memorial service
July 21 – Mrs. Winsko was named Instructor of the Year and Professor Mudd was the Senior Male Gup Grand Champion
August 25 – Demo Team held a car wash
September – commenced first 8-week in-house women’s self-defense program
September 15 – hosted the Region 8 Black Belt test
September – published 1,300 marketing post cards
September 22 – held our first annual Pizzazz (pizza) training
October 6 – Master Wick hosted a 2-day Split Second Survival training
October 24 – Zombie (Halloween) training
October 26-27 – participated in the Region 8 Championship
October 26 – our Demo Team earned a 4th place in the Creativity competition
October 27 – Region 8 Awards:
Roundtable Award – Ms. Jane Maher
Community Service Award – Master Vaughn
Region 8 Scholarship – Mr. Brandon Mentley

Black Belt promotions
April cycle:

E Dan:
Lucas Froman, Josh Pulley
Cho Dan: Michael D’Annunzio, Rohan Jhunjhunwala, Christie Strowhouer, Eric Teunissen,
Peter Teunissen

September cycle:

E Dan: David Keller, Jordan Pulley
Cho Dan: Shannon Mudd

October:

Sah Dan: Dr. Rosenkrans, Professor Weinberg

Dragon’s Den
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients:
Youth
Audubon Dojang
Phoenixville

Frank Yetnick
Josh Bush

To our newest Cho Dan Bos:
Morgan Bieler

Carson Bispels

Aarushi Jadhav

To the following new and recently promoted Black Belts:
Cho Dan
Professor Shannon Mudd

E Dan
Mr. David Keller
Mr. Jordan Pulley

Sah Dan
Dr. Wayne Rosenkrans
Professor Donald Weinberg

And to the following Region 8 Award Recipients:
Roundtable Award — Ms. Jane Maher
Community Service Award — Master Vaughn
Region 8 Scholarship — Mr. Brandon Mentley
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Tell us what you think!

newsletter@vaughnsdojang.com

Want Ads!!!
Please give us feedback on any of the
following. Send an article to liven up the
material! We appreciate your input!

• Send an article or pictures
• Suggestions for newsletter content or
layout

• Comments on specific articles

Cho Dan Bos! You
should be assigned to a
committee or a Black
Belt for assistant
teaching. Please
contact Mr. Altiere if you
are not already
assigned.

• Comments on specific events
• Any future events you would like to see?
• Any events that were disappointing?
Why?
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